enquiry can yield breakthroughs.
For retinal degeneration -a major cause of adult blindness -the genetic complexity might seem to confound hope of understanding the mechanism. However, in a Review on p273, Wright and colleagues consider how the scores of disease-associated loci might feed into a common cellular outcome through a multitude of pathways.
In a second example, Taylor and La Spada (p247) review progress in understanding the pathogenesis of neurological disorders -such as Huntington's disease -that are caused by the expansion of simple DNA-repeat sequences. Intriguingly, similar genetic defects can underlie very different modes of toxicity, mediated at the level of protein, RNA or DNA.
By contrast, apparently unrelated disorders can turn out to have shared pathogenesis. As a Research Highlight on p238 discusses, it has recently been suggested that three neurodevelopmental syndromes might all result from the disruption of a chromatin-organizing complex.
Of course, a fuller picture of how genetic variants contribute to a disease is gained by considering gene-environment interactions; no simple task, but a Review by Thomas (p259) offers guidance. Finally, it is worth remembering that some of our environment is inside us -studies of gut bacteria look set to make a big contribution to our understanding of diseases (Research Highlight, p237), including metabolic syndrome. Nature Reviews Genetics is now on Twitter (http://twitter.com/ NatureRevGenet). Follow us to find out about newly published articles (including Research Highlights), special projects, news coverage, and more. 
